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ENGLISH
SINBO SSI 6624 GARMENT STEAMER
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Please read these instructions for use and have a good look at the illustration before
using the appliance

1. PRODUCT PROFILE
With people’s life level increasing, the image of the dress has a growing pursuit. However,
the tempo of work becomes faster and faster, which makes people feel that using common
iron is a trouble thing, so a new product for ironing cloth garment steamer come into
being and become an ideal company for home ironing.
Ironing principle of “Grand” garment steamer machine is hot 98˚C steam constantly
contact with clothing, soften the fibrous tissue of clothing, through the “pull” and “press”
of the movement to male clothes flat and smooth; garment steamer machine needn’t
the ironing board, omitting in we use the flat iron the tedious steps of ironing, What’s
more hot’s, steam has the function of cleaning and disinfection.
Products apply to any direct material clothing. Curtains, carpe with ironing and disinfection,
it is simple to use and, easy to operate, so saving energy and time, It’s the ideal tool for
the family.

2. PRODUCT FEATURE
1) Advance: High temperature steam to iron clothes, clothing can also be surface
bactericidal parts dry cleaning, environmental health. Control heating automatically,
continue spraying gas, easy to ironing all the time.
2) Safety the product supply double safe protection, built-in high sensitivity temperature
control and limit temperature thermostat, when the machines meet the design heating
temperature, the thermostat will automatically cut off power and stop heating; lower
than the design temperature, the thermostat can automatically power on, the product
continues to heat. Once the thermostat failure, the built-in limitator permanently cut off
the power. Steam hose with double-insulated pipe, PVC pipe inside the pipe is thicker,
the woven cotton stripe jacket pipe, steam hose to ensure the surface temperature does
not exceed 76˚C safe and reliable.
3) Convenience: Aluminum pole with three adjustable height stands, full of human design,
easy for storage, and different height can be adjusted as users need, so greatly convenient
for users.
Using the induction welding technology to link the water tank, beautiful appearance and
high grade, removable water tank with capacity of 2.0L, it’s convenient for adding water
and the internal water is clearly visible, garment steamer can sustain 60 minutes ironing
without filling water, and has good toughness, even fallen on the ground carelessly it
will not break during adding water, greatly enhancing the product’s availability.
Charge 35 seconds, it can emit hot steam, and use very convenient for ironing clothes.
Beautiful body lines, the bottom with casters for easy mobility.
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4) Double discharge design
“SINBO” garment steamer machine hung double waterproof design, the back of a water
distribution tank twist, after completion in normal use, the water inside the water tank
can be easily discharged out, avoid prolonged without resulting internal deterioration of
water, the breeding of bacteria and other microorganisms, while the bottom of a boiler
products cleaner knob, can be cleaned regularly to the boiler-house to avoid the boiler
body plug causing the steam outlet is not a normal occurrence.

3. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Parts name
a. Brush head
b. Steam nozzle and clothes hook
c. Magic hanger
d. How to assemble the hanger
e. Telescopic aluminum pole
f. Steam hoses
g. Steam hoses fixed twist
h.Telescopic pole lock button
i. Water tanks
j. Switch with lamp
k. Steam main outlet
l. Water wheel
m. Boiler cleaning knob
n. Water tanks

2) Installation method
A. Inspection product and all parts
Open the package, check all the parts and accessories, sure there are no missing parts
in package

Hose x 1pcs, Steam hoses x 1pcs, Telescopic alum pole x 1pcs, Brush head x 1pcs
Magic hanger x 1pcs, Hook x 1pcs, Water tank x 1pcs, Instruction book x 1pcs

B. Installation step
1. Insert the telescopic rod as figure (1) telescopic aluminum pole retaining
frame.
2. As show figure (1) clockwise telescopic alum rod fixation button.

Figure (1)



3. The steam nozzle and the clothes hanger hook and magic installed
according to Figure (2)

4. Open the lock button (see Figure (3), pull up retractable lever, adjust to the appropriate
place and then, press the button to lock it. (see Figure (4))

5. Insert the steam hose to the host as Figure (5) steam venting the
host steam according to clockwise Tighten the hose fixing button.

6. Fix the brush head as. (Figure (6))

7. By draining the water tank knob counterclockwise (Figure (7)), fill the watertank with
fresh water, tighten the tank, as shown in Figure (8).
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Figure (2)

Figure (3) Figure (4)

Figure (5)

Figure (6)

Figure (7) Figure (8)



8. Place the water tank on the host, see figure (9).

9. Turn on the host after 35 seconds, the steam nozzle will exhaust steam,
clothes can be ironing, see Figure (10) .

3) Ironing Method
a) Grasp the lower parts of clothes and pulled down, pay attention to try to keep clothes
smooth surface.
b) Use the steam nozzle with the microfiber cloth cover lightly touch the clothing (brush
used in hard clothing ), gently pressure down, and then drag the nozzle up and down,
use high temperature steam to soft fiber and characterization by pull.
c) When to the bottom of the clothing, please hang on to two sides of the clothing.
Pressing up and down left and right, be careful of hot steam from steam nozzle.
d) When the collar, please press down slight, let the steam nozzle pressure at the collar
with a longer time, pressure up and down.
e) When the dress sleeves, a little hard tome to straighten the sleeve, the steam nozzle
pressure in the sleeve more time, return pressing.
f) The master side is ok, complete opposite.
g) After finished, closed the power.

4. CLEAN AND STORAGE
The usual cleaning and storage:
1) Turn off the power switch and unplug the power cord.
2) After the machine completely cold (at least 30 minutes)
3) Remove the water tank, open the water tank knob, pour out water in the water tank,
wash it and completely pour out the water then take the water tank to it’s position.
4) Please open the self-cleaning button, pour out the water from host, and then tighten
the self-cleaning button.
5) The machine placed in a dry place.

The cleaning of boiler-house.
1) Turn off the power switch and unplug the power cord.
2) After the machine completely cooled (at least 30 minutes )
3) Withdrawal the steam hose and telescopic pole from host.
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Figure (9)

Figure (10)
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4) Remove the water tank.
5) Turn the host, open the cleaning knob at the bottom of boiler.
6)  Using the small round brush with water into the boiler-house, wipe back and forth
after clean, tighten the boiler cleaning knob at the bottom of boiler.
7) Assemble the all spare parts together, you can using again.

5. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1) Use the correct power supply voltage and frequency 220-240V, 50Hz
2) Do not share with other high-power electrical home appliance.
3) Do not immerse the machine, power cord and plug in the water.
4) The machine in use, do not let children and disability awareness around.
5) Before using the machine, first into the cold water, not by adding hot water, or water
tank would be deformed, always pay attention it’s water level when you use.
6) Do not put the steam hose on the ground or bending.
7) When in use do not touch on hot parts or steam nozzle, so as avoid to bum.
8) In the collection of this machine, please let the machine cool at least 30 minutes and
the tank emptied of water .
9) In the fill or drain the water you must pull away from the power supply, do not let the
water spill.
10) Before cleaning or moving the machine or when not in use, must turn off the power
and unplugged the machine.
11) Do not place product nearly by combustible material.
12) When the product is found to the problem, the plug or power supply is damaged, do
not use the machine, and contact with our sales after service department.
13) Do not pull out of steam hose in the process of using.
14) Do not include any cleaning material in water, otherwise will damage the machine.
Recommend the use of cold water or distilled water without minerals.
15) Do not using the iron when wearing clothes directly, so as not to cause burns
16) Do not face to the people, animals. Parts of electrical appliances direct injection of
steam, otherwise easily lead to burns of electrical fault.
17) When using the appliance should pay attention to prevent the risk of steam spray.
18) If the soft supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacture or service
center.

6. FEATURES
Fast Heat up within 45 seconds with big steam rate
Gently ironing system for clothes protecting
Safe and stable performance with overheating protection
Bottom water outlet for easy maintenance
Up to 50 minutes continues ironing
On/off switch
Detachable water tank capacity: 2.0L
AC230V, 50/60Hz, 2000W
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RECYCLING
For environment protection do not throw out the unit and the batteries with usual
household waste after its service life expiration; apply to the specialized center for further
recycling. The waste generated during the disposal of the unit is subject to mandatory
collection and consequent disposal in the prescribed manner.
For further information about recycling of this product apply to a local municipal
administration, a disposal service or to the shop where you purchased this product.

Guarantee
Details regarding guarantee conditions can be obtained from the dealer from whom the
appliance was purchased. The bill of sale or receipt must be produced when making any
claim under the terms of this guarantee.

7. TROUBLE SHOOTING
Usual problem Reason Treatment
Without steam (The
indicate lamp is off)

Without steam (The
indicate lamp is on)

Steam hose has a great
sound, steam is small
Nozzle drip water
seriously

Leakage of steam hose
and host junction parts

Leakage in the water
tank
Water tank deformation

Bottom of the host
leakage

When the power plug is
inserted or not
Thermal cut-off damaged
or not
Whether the internal
wires are off or not
No water in the water tank
Sediment block the boiler
inlet
Steam hose bend or lower
than the host
The spray nozzle is
damaged
Flat operation
Seal ring is aging
Knob connection loose

Water tank is damaged

Add the hot water or
chemical reagents in the
water tank
The knob is not tight
enough

Insert the power plug

Ask professional personnel for
check and maintenance
Ask professional personnel for
check and maintenance
Put water into the water tank
Clean the inside body of the boiler

Straight the steam hose raise the
position of steam needle
Replace the spray nozzle
Nozzle vertically move up and
down operation
Replace the seal ring
Tight the hose connecting of the
steam knob
Replace the water tank

Do not affect the use

Tight the knob
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